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Thank you to all of the compassionate individuals, companies and foundations who give to the animals. Thank you for caring. Thank you for believing. Thank you for being a part of this amazing work. The animals are forever grateful. We are forever grateful.

Here are just a few of the things that we accomplished together from July 2008 through December 2018.

A Message from the President

Founded in July 2008, Wild for Life Foundation (WFLF) set out to break the cycle of animal cruelty by cultivating action and inspiring social change. I am in awe of the achievements we have made as an organization. It's an honor to share and be supported in the important progress and accomplishments that we've made together in that time - from being recognized as a leading organization in the animal protection community, to national acclaim and multiple international awards for services and programming, to powerful animal protection initiatives, for becoming an influential voice amongst policymakers, and fellow practitioners; WFLF's work indeed continues to make a difference for at-risk animals every single day.

Over the years WFLF has brought landmark attention, inspired growing support and positive change to benefit a variety animal species with a focus on equines, both nationally and internationally through multimedia educational programming, broadcast media, and documentaries. We have collaborated with many of the world's finest and most devoted animal welfare practitioners in a kindred movement to end animal cruelty.

I am also truly humbled to have the honor of sharing WFLF's boots-on-the-ground achievements in saving and aiding hundreds of horses and burros and giving them safe harbor over the years. It just goes to show that we can accomplish a lot when we stand united, even in times of crisis, together, we can save more lives.
We honor the kindred spirit of each and every supporter and the contributions received – whether financial, or goods, services or time. Charity is made possible when the needs of others touch that special place in our hearts and we are moved to sacrifice something dear that belongs to us, for the benefit of others. This is the essence of charity and the core principle which drives WFLF and all that we do.

As we reflect and celebrate all that we have achieved together we remain mindful of the mission at hand, and the strength and resilience needed to face the challenges that are yet to come. WFLF is a charity that’s been held close to the hearts of its supporters. We rely on the continued good will and generosity of others to carry out our purpose and our lifesaving mission to save, protect and preserve America’s wild and domestic horses and burros through rescue, sanctuary and education.

Many of the nation’s finest and most devoted equine welfare practitioners have joined together in a united stance through numerous collaborative projects under WFLF. “SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES: A NATION BETRAYED” is one such project. This landmark award winning educational documentary unpacks a multi-layered conspiracy fueled by a parade of misinformation as it cuts through to the truth, and tells the story of how one of America’s most treasured and iconic species struggles to survive in a world where two camps claim to be saving them; one that actually does, and the other that is instead found to be brutally exploiting them, eliminating them and driving them to extinction. SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES spotlights the dangerous expulsion of America’s equines from public lands, the predatory exploits of commercialized slaughter, the insidious suffering of these animals, the imminent and urgent health risks to humans, and the environmental impact caused by these sordid practices. This collaborative work brings exposure to the corrupt distribution of disinformation about horse slaughter and the removal of America’s wild horses, and reveals how the public has been misled by special interest groups that run over the laws that are supposed to protect the horses, people and the environment.
equines endure the same torturous fate after being brutally captured, stockpiled and shipped under false label. And as founder of WFLF’s sanctuary and rescue program in Southern California for wild horses and burros, I know firsthand what it takes to manage equines after they’ve been removed from the wild and subjected to these cruelties.

The innocent souls who come to harm as a result of these practices often times require support for both physical and emotional wounds, and WFLF is determined to reach out on behalf of every individual member of America’s equine population, be they wild, or domestic, and without limitation to age, gender, handicap, discipline or lack of training.

While many seasoned animal welfare advocates and practitioners understand that overcoming controversy is something we must face, especially when working in the equine community where the stakes are extremely high; far fewer people recognize the disinformation campaigns that drive these issues and how information is manipulated by special interests that have infiltrated the pro-horse movement under false pretenses. We’ve witnessed unfriendly attempts to undermine the integrity of this important mission through various disinformation campaigns which have sadly hit home for a growing number of reputable pro-horse advocates and renowned equine welfare practitioners within the anti-slaughter movement. We know the remarkable courage, strength and sacrifice it takes to stand against the turbulent tide which threatens the future of these sacred beings, to whom we are all connected.
Over the years we have shared the real-life stories of those supported and the impact that fundraising has had on their lives. Although we know we cannot save them all; we believe that every life matters. And we will keep fighting for each individual life with the goal to save as many as possible.

It is important as we look to the future that we embrace the responsibility of funding this crucial lifesaving cause - to inspire giving with integrity and compassion. We realize that the cost for delivering these programs will only go up in the coming years. And while WFLF has experienced a steady increase in demand for support which has been complimented by funding to meet the costs in previous years, sustaining the required funding during times of crisis has proven difficult. However, we simply cannot afford to fall short of our goals, as we are determined to deliver on our promise to those who have come to us for support.

Over the last 18 months, WFLF has reviewed its income streams, and has continued refreshing our approach and position to resolve the challenge of cost versus income. We realize that one of our key responsibilities is to maintain the trust and confidence of the public to demonstrate our commitment to carrying out our mission, and we continue to accomplish this with integrity, objectivity and transparency.

In July 2018, Wild For Life Foundation celebrated its 10th anniversary of success in awarding winning charitable services and impeccable compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and operational policies. And over the last year we have taken considerable steps to demonstrate the board’s commitment to maintaining our high principles of integrity, objectivity and transparency. WFLF’s BOD has enacted a zero tolerance policy to fraud and corruption, and has in put into place a robust control system designed to prevent, detect and correct any acts of fraud and their impact, should they
occur. The BOD has continued to review its annual operations and is fully satisfied that WFLF’s work is carried out wholly to advance WFLF charitable purpose.

WFLF ensures that donated funds are used exclusively for its exempt purposes. We believe it is only through transparency and accountability that we can stay on mission and on schedule to achieve it.

The ANIMALS are the BENEFICIARIES of our mission - WFLF exists to serve their need for protection and care.

On average 97% of each dollar raised goes directly to the benefit of animals in need, and they appreciate your continued support.

Wild For Life Foundation is committed to providing accurate information to the public and this past year, WFLF’s leadership team laid out an ambitious ProActive Crisis Communications plan as part of an Emergency Response policy. This is a plan and goal toward increased safeguards to protect the organization, the animals and our mission from conflicts of interest, adversary propaganda, conjecture and the dissemination of inaccurate information. We understand that this plan will require the work of far more than just one organization. It requires the kind of collaboration that underscores our Mission and the Saving America’s Horses Initiative, and the kind of dedication that has helped to repeatedly defund the slaughter of horses for human consumption in the U.S.

Every day, countless names, faces, and lives are lost to inhumane and needless killing that can be prevented; this killing additionally places human lives at risk, contributes to toxic waste and global warming, and it is our mission to see that this becomes a thing of the past.

This is the path we’ve always been on. And it is my great privilege to be on it with you, and so many other like-minded people and partners. Thank you for being a part of this lifesaving mission. Together, we will save more lives.

Katia Louise, President, Wild For Life Foundation
2008 - 2018 Top Achievements & Milestones

2008 - ADVANCING COMPASSION FOR ANIMALS

- Officially established as a 501c3 nonprofit corporation and became recognized as a tax exempt public benefit charity, effective July 23, 2008
- Developed radio broadcast program, and documentary film label, for charitable production of audio and video educational documentaries
- Launched studies, conducted investigations and academic research into government agencies, private entities and special interests groups with a focus on the inhumane activities and practices they engage in which cause and or perpetuate suffering by animals in the U.S. and abroad

2009 - INSPIRING SOCIAL CHANGE

- Launched a live internet radio broadcast program, "WFL Endangered Stream Live Talk Radio for Animal Protection" which reached listeners in over 25 countries during its first year
- Produced and aired educational radio programs with over three dozen interviews featuring the work of the world's foremost animal protection experts
- Published multiple investigative and academic research reports, white papers, magazine articles, and podcasts, and audio/video documentaries to benefit and promote the protection of some of the world's most critically threatened and endangered species
- Mounted educational outreach projects and joined fellow animal protection organizations in the fight to protect and preserve wild and domestic horses and burros from inhumane practices with a focus on the slaughter issue and equines in the wild
- Mounted educational outreach projects to help end the use of dogs and cats for food and fur, protect them from experimentation, shelter cruelties, and breed discrimination
- Mounted educational projects to help protect and preserve Asian and African elephants, Canadian, African and American seals, dolphin in Japan, and Africa's big cats
- Released a dozen multimedia documentaries with featured news stories spotlighting key issues and the animal protection work of WFLF affiliates and partners.
• Officially launched production of the feature documentary film, "Saving America's Horses: A Nation Betrayed"

• Created the Saving America's Horses initiative, comprised of proven anti-slaughter leaders from both the local and national levels, tasked with uniting the movement, and creating educational media for achieving a federal ban of horse slaughter in the U.S. and the protection of equines in the wild

• Officially opened WFLF's Lifetime Equine Refuge Safe Haven Network and Rescue Program in Los Angeles and Orange County, California, and saved the first dozen horses under WFLF's equine rescue and placement services

• Mounted investigations into California's underground equine slaughter pipeline

• Launched WFLF's adoption program for rescue equines and rehomed 6 rescue horses

2010 - DEFENDING THEIR FREEDOM AND SAVING THEIR LIVES

• Documented BLM roundups, conducted field studies at holding facilities, attended and spoke at BLM meetings

• Witnessed, documented and brought international attention to the Calico roundup and held BLM to account for the deaths of 86 horses who died during the roundup

• Founded WFLF honorary and advisory boards comprised of the nation's leading veterinarians, scientists, equine welfare professionals to serve the Saving America's Horses initiative

• Released a variety of educational podcasts, blogs, press reports and series of sneak peek trailers featuring key expert statements from "Saving America's Horses: A Nation Betrayed"

• Released new series of educational videos and PSA's exposing the toxic and lethal impact of horse slaughter and the direct link to the human food chain, and the impact on the environment

• Provided safehaven support including emergency feed and placement support to local at-risk wild and domestic horses and burros
2011 - BREAKING THE CYCLE OF ANIMAL CRUELTY

• Presented the world premier of "Saving America's Horses: A Nation Betrayed" in the international festival circuit where it won multiple awards including Best Documentary Film in Los Angeles, Best Environmental Film in Canada, and awards for Cinematography, Editing, Conservation Message & Advocacy at the International Wildlife Film Festival in Montana, and more!

• Presented a series of showcase screenings at various venues including the Grauman's Egyptian Theater, Hollywood, the International Equine Welfare Conference in Virginia, and the National Animal Rights Conference in Los Angeles

• Featured on Supreme Master Television and aired on 14 global satellite platforms, over 90 cable/ IPTV networks, in more than 60 languages and over 40 language subtitles

• Opened two new equine rescue satellite facilities to meet the demand for support of at-risk equines in five Southern California counties

• Provided increased rescue, sanctuary and safehaven support for newly arriving at-risk equines and canines from the Southern California area

• Provided placement support for adoptable equines and canines

2012 - SAVING AMERICA'S HORSES COAST TO COAST

• Bolstered the reach and impact of the Saving America's Horses educational program through production and distribution of a variety of collaborative projects, comprised of multimedia presentations, published studies, reports, pamphlets, info-graphics, billboards, and cause gear

• Positioned Saving America's Horses for public theatrical release into the mainstream

• Launched nationwide educational tour with private screenings and featured cast and ambassador appearances, special presentations to distinguished industry stakeholders, at National equine welfare summits, and television appearances featuring cast members and eye opening excerpts from the film

• Launched Saving America's Horses' trail to the Oscars campaign, and raised required funds to meet Academy standards and qualify "Saving America's Horses: A Nation Betrayed" for Oscar consideration

• Remastered and converted Saving America's Horses through digital post production for its bi coastal Oscar roll out in Academy qualifying theaters where it played to the big screen over the holidays in November and December
- Brought international attention to the dangerous expulsion of America's equines from public lands, the predatory exploits of commercialized slaughter, the insidious suffering of these animals, the imminent and urgent health risks to humans, and the resulting toxic pollution to the environment
- Received numerous awards, accolades and rave reviews
- Managed three equine care and rescue facilities and expanded WFLF's network of safe haven partner facilities to meet the growing demand for aid and placement support by at-risk wild and domestic horses and burros

2013 - FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM FROM SLAUGHTER FOR AMERICA'S HORSES
- Expanded WFLF's crisis assistance program & safe haven network in support of wild and domestic horses in need
- Collaborated with fellow animal welfare organizations and advocates to affect powerful win against attempted legalization of horse slaughter plants in Oklahoma
- Produced a 14 minute featurette cut of the full length documentary "Saving America's Horses: A Nation Betrayed"
- Produced and distributed multiple new media educational materials, including PSA's and Video Alerts to spotlight the imminent international health hazards to humans as related to the killing of America's horses
- Brought international attention to how the USDA and Forests Services threaten tribal leaders with the cancellation of grazing permits if they fail to remove wild horses from tribal lands
- Brought legal support to the traditional Navajo people to help protect and preserve native equines, met with the Navajo President & submitted Preserve Plan proposals on behalf of a Dine' Community Council with sound ecological strategies
• Launched the Navajo Horses Rescue and Recovery Mission to help save wild horses and burros through the provision of lifesaving rescue services and safe harbor

• Established WFLF orphan foal rescue program; rescued & provided for care and placement of over two dozen orphan foals who were taken from their mothers when they were shipped straight to slaughter

• Accepted dozens of Navajo roundup/slaughter-bound victims, ages 6 months and up, and saved them from gruesome slaughter

• Rescued, aided and placed approximately 40 at-risk horses and burros

• Set up equine nursery facilities for rescued pregnant mares

• Managed and provided custodial care approximately 60 wild and domestic horses and burros at three WFLF facilities in Southern California

2014 - CREATE A BETTER WORLD TOMORROW FOR HORSES, THE ENVIRONMENT & HUMANITY

• Expanded WFLF’s crisis assistance program for wild horses to help save more lives

• Partnered with the American Association of Equine Sports Preservation and presented Saving America’s Horses at the Annual EAGALA Conference in effort to promote horse preservation, and equine-assisted programs that help children with autism, military veterans, and other victims of post-traumatic stress disorder

• Launched a grassroots safety net project to help save and feed starving equines

• Saved over 120 Mustangs from imminent slaughter through WFLF’s Mustang Rescue and Recovery program and Pregnant Mare Rescue Mission

• Accepted approximately 50 injured, emaciated and pregnant wild horses into WFLF’s equine recovery facilities

• Collaborated with fellow equine organizations to provide lifesaving aid and rescue placement services for at-risk equines in more than eight states nationwide
• Managed and provided custodial care for approximately 100 equines at five WFLF equine facilities in Southern California

2015 - PUTTING AMERICA’S HORSES & BURROS FRONT AND CENTER

• Expanded WFLF’s educational initiatives in support of victimized horses in need
• Bolstered WFLF’s Hay Drive initiative to help feed, save and rehabilitate at-risk equines served by WFLF in California, Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia
• Placed 33 wild horses for residency into a new sanctuary home
• Re-mastered the Saving America’s Horses documentary with new artful footage and updated data and statistics
• Brought SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES to screen at the Equus Film Festival in NYC
• Provided expert panel presentations Equus Film Festival
• Partnered with several county animal services programs in Southern California to advance the national no-kill initiative, and save one dozen injured, starved and abused horses and burros through placement in WFLF’s equine sanctuary program
• Managed and provided custodial care for approximately 90 equines at six WFLF equine facilities in Southern California
• Enacted pro-active crisis operative in effort to protect WFLF purpose and mission from retaliation by adversaries
• Housed and provided custodial care for approximately 15 rescue equines through WFLF safe haven network facilities
2016 - KEEP AMERICA’S HORSES & BURROS SAFE & PROTECTED

- Partnered with local county animal services program in Southern California to save 16 at-risk horses and burros through placement in WFLF’s equine sanctuary program
  - Set up equine nursery facilities for rescued pregnant jennies
- Awarded for provision of rehabilitation and training services in support of WFLF equine adoption and placement program
- Released a special 6 part series of PSA Video Alerts to educate the public about the BLM’s 2016 plan to exterminate captured wild horses held in BLM “sanctuaries”
- Reached over 3.2 million people through social media
- Catalyzed public outcry against the BLM’s 2016 plan to exterminate America’s wild horses and burros
- Stood strong against adversaries in the fight to defund horse slaughter in the U.S.
- Implemented pro-active crisis operative and protective measures in response to increased retaliation & deterrence by adversaries of WFLF’s mission and achievements
- Delivered lifesaving aid to help feed over 900 starvation victims in South Dakota
- Partnered with fellow rescue and sanctuary organizations to help save & place over 900 slaughter bound Mustangs
- Managed and provided custodial care for approximately 85 wild and domestic horses and burros at WFLF equine facilities in Southern California
- Provided powerful educational programming and materials to the public to advance the protection and preservation of horses and burros
- Released featurette version of documentary film Saving America’s Horses
Managed and provided custodial care for approximately 90 wild and domestic horses and burros at WFLF rescue and recovery facilities in Southern California.

Implemented shelter-in-place storm damage action plan at WFLF primary equine facility in Southern California.

Provided emergency transport and relocation services for 85 wild and domestic horses and burros served under WFLF’s sanctuary program.

Placed 8 equines through WFLF’s safe haven network, and rehomed 20 horses and burros into new loving homes.

Set up new rescue and recovery facilities to house and care for 50 evacuated equine sanctuary residents supported by WFLF.

Distributed powerful video alerts to the public to expose and help end BLM’s inhumane management practices and illegal trafficking of wild horses to slaughter.

Distributed PSA’s to the public to spotlight truth about horse slaughter.

Distributed educational multimedia to affect protection of equines as an indigenous species to North America.

Implemented pro-active crisis management measures to enhance protection of WFLF and its beneficiaries.
2018 - TOGETHER WE CAN SAVE MORE LIVES

- Managed and provided custodial care for approximately 50 wild and domestic horses and burros at WFLF equine facilities in Southern California
- Provided emergency transport and relocation services for equines impacted by wildfires
- Placed 25 equines through WFLF’s safe haven and adoption program
- Implemented shelter-in-place action plan for WFLF equine sanctuary residents during Southern California wildfires
- Set up new rescue and recovery facilities to house and care for 20 evacuated equine sanctuary residents supported by WFLF
- Re-mastered Saving America’s Horses documentary and updated data and statistics
- Laid out an ambitious ProActive Crisis Communications plan as part of WFLF’s Emergency Response Policy to enhance protection of the WFLF charity and its beneficiaries

- Distributed powerful multimedia alerts to the public to raise awareness and help protect wild equines from BLM inhumane management practices and illegal trafficking of equines for the purpose of slaughter
- Distributed PSA’s to the public to spotlight truth about horse slaughter
- Distributed educational multimedia to affect protection equines as an indigenous species to North America
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A Message from the CFO

Five years into my involvement as a dedicated volunteer for the Wild For Life Foundation, my role has evolved from Animal Rescuer and Caregiver to serving on the Board as a director and officer. I am in awe of how far we have come as an organization. I am also truly excited by what our future holds. We have grown so much since our founding, and are still developing in ways I could not have imagined just a few years ago.

One of my primary focuses has been to raise awareness about animal welfare and to provide lifesaving support to at-risk animals in need. I'm proud of the boots-on-the-ground time I spend as a charity volunteer working in the field, connecting one-on-one with the animals, being part of the lifesaving work that Wild For Life Foundation does year after year. I am inspired by the devotion and integrity of this organization, and the loving spirit and reverence for individual life which is honored in every aspect of what we do from the individual connection we make with each and every animal that arrives to our doors, to the massive documentation exposing the fraudulent practices by agencies, corporations and others involved with the slaughter of equines.

Demand for our educational program continues to grow while the number of horses and burros needing our care and expertise continues to rise. My objective is to keep up with these demands, which means more robust fundraising. Your continued trust in the leadership of our charity and our dedication to WFLF's mission could not be more appreciated. I hope and pray that you will join us through supporting this next phase of our amazing journey.

In the meantime, WFLF will continue to care and provide for the wild and domestic horses and burros who are the beneficiaries of our charity. Currently, we have more than two dozen residents, plus a number of equines in our foster program, and we need your continued support to give them the care they need.

I would like to thank all of our donors, sponsors, volunteers, adopter, fosters and anyone who has referred someone to us or spoken positive about WFLF. Without you, we could not have helped so many animals.

Together can save more lives.
Jeanne Sullivan, CFO
Wild For life Foundation
Notes from our benefactors

It is a moral responsibility for us to insure that those rescues with the kind of integrity and commitment as displayed by the Wild For Life Foundation, remain vital, intact, and able to care for every animal who enters their gates. If everyone had the compassion and tenacious will exhibited by the Wild For Life Foundation, we would never have to worry with our tears about these beloved companions who have been greater than the wings of our souls; they are the very definition of our indomitable spirit as a nation and I salute Ms. Louise and her associates for their tireless efforts. - Kimme Black

The work that Wild for Life Foundation does on the behalf of horses and humanity is beyond honorable ---it is sacred! We witnessed firsthand and were impressed with the care, commitment and compassion with which these rescued slaughter-bound Mustangs, end-of-the line Navajo ponies and other precious domestic equines now enjoy. Being with these blessed horses is humbling...and being able to help them is an honor. - Jacqueline Osborn
I am a member in good standing of the International Saving America’s Horse Coalition. I am a former member of the BOD. My current affiliation as an Advisory Board Member for the Wild For Life Foundation (WFLF) and its Saving America’s Horse Coalition is from 2009 to the present. Several times I have come from my home in northern Nevada to southern California to take part in major film showings, special events for WFLF, and to visit the various sanctuaries where WFLF’s rescue need horses and burros reside. The Wild For Life Foundation has been and remains true and steadfast to the cause of standing up for and when necessary coming to the aid of both wild and domestic horses and burros. They have really walked the talk and have been totally dedicated to helping many unfairly victimized horses and burros. Also the film of Katia Louise: Saving America’s Horses: A Nation Betrayed is a thorough-going and professional documentary that brings so much that is wrong to light while at the same time presenting solutions to this crisis... which is ultimately one of the conscience, or lack thereof by hardened hearts and minds concerning the wonderful horses and burros. The example of Katia and her husband Mario and other workers with WFLF is one to be emulated and if more would do so the situation would really start to turn around for these highly evolved and intelligent animals.

- Craig C. Downer, Author, Wildlife Ecologist
WFLF assets are dedicated to the mission of the organization. Assets are held by WFLF in trust for the achievement of our mission and applied in furtherance of WFLF's tax-exempt objectives.

The Board of Directors (BOD) of Wild For Life Foundation (WFLF) has long established a culture of scrupulousness regarding the oversight and application of assets belonging to WFLF. WFLF's BOD regularly evaluates its performance and further promotes an ethos of transparency by ensuring that donors, stakeholders, and interested members of the public have access to appropriate and accurate information regarding finances, operations, and results.
"Saving America's Horses: A Nation Betrayed" comes at a time when the demand for truth and the need for ethical and moral justice has never been greater. It's not just about horses: it's about how we as a society exist; our footprint on the world and the future of humanity."

- Katia Louise, Producer, Director

Debra Lopez, Associate Producer
Inspired by her love for Thoroughbreds and most recently by the late great Barbaro, Lopez co-founded Americans Against Horse Slaughter. Debra is also producer and host of Animal Advocate TV and President of Caveman productions.

Nancy Stanley, Associate Producer
As a co-founder and former board member to the Wild for Life Foundation, Nancy works to support the rescue and retirement of Thoroughbred horses in a transition to equine assisted activities programs. She is best known as the author and publisher of "Pillow With a Heartbeat", the heartwarming tale about a little dog, Truffles, who finds his big purpose through animal therapy.
SAVING AMERICA'S HORSES

Funding of USDA inspections benefits foreign markets at the expense of American tax payers and causes insidious suffering to our beloved horses.

www.savingamericashorses.org

AWAKENS THE MORAL FABRIC OF HUMANITY

REIEWS
"A provocative rallying cry for justice and integrity" - THE QUAD CINEMA, NYC.
"Outstanding" - LA SPLASH MAGAZINE. "Impassioned" - HOLLYWOOD REPORTER.
"Shocking statistics... "A searing indictment" - VARIETY. "Filled with facts" - NY TIMES
"A broad and balanced spectrum of opinion through interviews with veterinarians, trainers, policymakers and celebrity horsemen including Paul Sorvino and Willie Nelson, among others" - ABOUT.COM "Unpacks a multi-layered conspiracy - fueled by a parade of misinformation- against the survival and proliferation of horses" - LA TIMES
"Must see film" - Bing Bush Jr., Equine Attorney, Racehorse owner. "Fantastic! Powerful and compelling" - Greg MacGillivary, MacGillivary Freeman Films
A message from Chief 'Eagle Warrior', Spiritual Elder - Choctaw/Muskogee/Yamassee Nation

"To ALL RELATIONS of the 4 Sacred Directions, I have prayed, danced, sang and walked the Sacred Red Road with these 4 Legged Relatives for almost 10 years. Katia Louise and the WFLF staff are the most loving, giving and sacrificing themselves people I know! I have stayed on the lands where this 'Circle of Life' family has lived and felt the heartbeat of these Sacred 4 Leggeds'. - they call you to help them. They have loved us beyond life and in service to humanity, the 2 legged. Saving America's Horses and Wild for Life Foundation have a well documented history of doing everything and beyond to save and protect our Beloved Horse Nation family from slaughter, cruelty and any other 'wrong doing' from those who selfishly wish to own and break the 'Spirits of their Ancestors' for their own greed and needs. AHO MITAKEUYE OSIN!!" - Daniel Ramos, CHIEF 'EAGLE WARRIOR' Spiritual Elder/Choctaw/Muskogee/Yamassee Nation

Saving America's Horses

Together - We are Their Voice, and They Need to be Heard
From Vice President and Co-Founder, Jay Coskie

We believe in freedom from cruelty for America's horses and burros, but belief alone will not support the thousands of equines who become at-risk, nor will it support their service needs long after they are rescued or enter sanctuary. It remains our vow to meet the increasing cost of providing for the complex needs of those we support through high quality, professional and compassionate charity services. Every member of our all volunteer staff is constantly reminded of the impact that their work has on the outcome in transforming lives. Our objective is to continue safeguarding the best interests of our beneficiaries and continue championing the protection of all equines from cruelty, speaking out for the starved, abused, homeless, imperiled and other at-risk animals.

We are overwhelmingly grateful for the support we receive for all those facing life-threatening circumstances, crisis and illnesses. Without our supporters offering this now and for as long as it is needed, we wouldn't have the ability to deliver on our promise and make a lifesaving difference every day. - Jay Coskie, WFLF Vice President & Co Founder

Thank you!
For supporting our mission

Protecting, Preserving & Saving America's Horses

WildForLifeFoundation.org
WILD FOR LIFE FOUNDATION

SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES

STAND WITH US

TOGETHER WE CAN SAVE MORE LIVES

www.WildForLifeFoundation.org
www.SavingAmericasHorses.org
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Fully Vetted by GlobalGiving’s rigorous due diligence process since 2012, GlobalGiving has ranked Wild For Life Foundation (WFLF) at the highest level.

12400 Ventura Blvd, # 706, Studio City, CA 91604